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Review of Zoe & Charlie of Edinburgh

Review No. 85087 - Published 16 Sep 2008

Details of Visit:

Author: jamie32
Location 2: 42 Albion Road
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 14 Sep 2008 17:00
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 235
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Scorpio Sauna
Phone: 01316619944

The Premises:

Scorpio has been described many times, safe and clean as usual, with loads of girls on this Sunday
evening and very few punters. I was spoilt for choice so I ended up going for the 2-girl option!

The Lady:

Zoe is a slim blonde, around 5'5", and Charlie is a dark haired classic petite but curvy lass with cute
glasses, fantastic tits, and a glint in her eye. Both are Scottish.

The Story:

I opted for the full lesbian two-girl experience, for an hour. I picked Charlie first, there was a certain
look from her in the lounge that suggested she'd be full-on GFE, and she suggested Zoe as her
preferred partner in crime. Both girls were well up for oral, both on me (uncovered) and each other.
Apparently they quite often do the two girl thing together and it shows, they were totally comfortable.
After a mixture of 69, OWO, and full on kissing, I then moved to doggy with Zoe and then Charlie,
cumming deep in Charlie's pussy while pounding away. After a quick shower for each of us to
freshen up it was on to more oral and 69, with Zoe working her mouth over my cock and balls with
great gusto. Her oral skills are really excellent, and Charlie's are nearly as good too.

The 2nd cum for me was with Zoe grinding her gorgeous pussy and ass into my face and tongue,
and Charlie taking no prisoners with a full on hand job. Overall it was so good I decided to tip both
girls as much as could.

Both girls were really excellent but I would give Zoe the edge for her BJ skills and Charlie for her
dirty talk in the room! Next time I'd like to shoot my load in their hot mouths, that would make the
session perfect. Time to start saving up!

If you are after a full-on 2-girl with hardcore lesbian action included, these two are the girls to pick.
Worth every penny. 
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